
MESSAGE
NOTES

THE IMPACT OF FEAR 
What happens when fear grips your heart?  
• Fear impacts your memory 

• Fear cause physical harm

• Fear limits brain function. 

• Fear impacts mental health and well-being

• Fear can cause premature death


THE FEELING OF FEAR 
Fear is a universal trigger that is directly related to the threat of harm. Fear makes 
us feel:  
• Something is going to happen beyond my control 

• Whatever comes I can’t handle 

• A life event is about to happen that will change me forever. 


THE OUTCOME OF FEAR 
You live in fight or flight mode 

You can’t remember what to do. Wisdom fades 

Fear causes you to run toward instead of away from danger 


ACTION STEPS: Jesus is speaking to scared people  
Be cautious and wise, not foolish 

Do not live in fear; get to the place where Jesus wanted his disciples –stay until you’re 
clothed with power.


The thing that drives fear out is power 

Power brings you to your senses 

It is a power the Holy Spirit releases. 

There is both an outer and inner filling of the Holy Spirit that clothes you in power

This power rests on us and makes a difference


God’s response to fear is “fear not.”

They were too afraid of his presence to hear and receive his peace


THE IMPACT OF POWER 
When you’re clothed in power… 
  
1. Called to Action: Clothed to serve this present age. Step up and man up to transform others. 


2. Clothed with the Power of Creativity: Churches are forced to be clothed with the 
power of creativity. 


3. Clothed with the Power of Connectivity:  with others wearing the same clothing. 
Desire to connect with others with power.  We have a responsibility to connect power 
and see what god will accomplish.
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What are you wearing?

Luke 24:36-49 NIV

Greek Definition:  
CLOTHED – to sink and 

become wrapped

QUOTE: 

So, first of all, let me 
assert my firm belief 
that the only thing we 
have to fear is...fear 
itself — nameless, 

unreasoning, unjustified 
terror which paralyzes 

needed efforts to 
convert retreat into 

advance. 
– Franklin D. Roosevelt 

SELAH… 
(pause and think) 
Why do you allow 

circumstances to evoke 
doubt instead of faith? 

What are you running 
away from? 

Do you sink because 
conditions change? 

What are you wearing? 
Your ability is power!


